MediStreams Strengthens Solutions for Channel Partners
Branded Solutions for Channel Partners
ROSWELL, Ga. (PRWEB) March 28, 2020 -- MediStreams, a growing leader in the HRCM market offers an
end-to-end payment processing solution. The MediStreams’ proprietary and innovative platform integrates into
the provider’s A/R workflow. It ingests all payments; both commercial and patient payments plus
correspondence to produce customized outputs for downstream processes. The MediStreams' client mix
includes national health systems, hospitals, clinics, labs, and physician’s groups for various Orthopedic,
Radiology, DME, Pathology, Dermatology, and other entities. Each has their unique set of billing challenges.
MediStreams’ diverse product mix, coupled with their priority Configuration Engine, positions them to offer
full customization for each client. MediStreams transforms ideas into results with a consultative approach.
MediStreams is celebrating their 10th year of service delivery to providers with almost zero churn in their
portfolio of clients. Their product development is relationship driven. New services at MediStreams are
purpose-built to meet the needs of clients and reseller partners. They seamlessly intertwine their automated
services into the existing transaction flow between banks, lockboxes and practice management or other
receivable systems. In this way, MediStreams becomes an extension to the offerings of an elite network of
banks, clearinghouses, consultants, and practice management system partners. The MediStreams solutions often
become a valuable add on to an existing branded service offering. The services encompass all forms of
payment, Medical Lockbox, Correspondence Workflow, ERA Normalization, Paper EOB Conversion, Patient
Payments, Credit Card Processing, and Financial Reconciliation.
The HIPAA compliant cloud platform, with custom outputs, speeds up the posting, research, reconciling and
follow-up of payment transactions. MediStreams is transformational to the revenue cycle yielding gains in
efficiency and accuracy while lowering the cost of getting paid.
About MediStreams
MediStreams, LLC, is a trusted vendor for Healthcare Revenue Cycle Management services. Working in
conjunction with their Channel Partners, they are revolutionizing the healthcare revenue process with
workflows and customized output to over forty of the top Practice Management software companies. Their
services remove bottlenecks, improve the service to payment velocity, and help to meet financial goals of
leading healthcare facilities. Medistreams shares skills and knowledge with their partners to deliver targeted
results and enhance their positions in the marketplace. For more information visit
http://www.MediStreams.com or call 866-836-2835.
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Contact Information
Donna Carr, VP Business Development
MediStreams LLC
http://www.medistreams.com
+1 866-836-2835 Ext: 1623
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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